hypothesis that, due to differences in pleiotropy in the underlying genetic pathways, the 1 9 genetic architecture of overall body color (pigmentation) is predictably simpler (i.e., 2 0 large-effect mutations explain proportionally more of the phenotypic variance) than that 2 1 of color patterning. To test this prediction, we crossed divergent populations of the 2 2 redheaded pine sawfly (Neodiprion lecontei) that differ in larval body color and melanic 2 3 spotting pattern and measured these traits in their recombinant haploid male progeny.
and spotting (variation among mothers was controlled for via inclusion of a relatedness 3 7 8 matrix). The GEMMA algorithm also requires complete (or imputed) genotype data. To 3 7 9 explore the robustness of our genetic architecture results to different SNP numbers and 3 8 0 missingness thresholds, we ran GEMMA analyses for each of the three SNP datasets 3 8 1 generated from our F 2 males (no missing data, <50% missing data, and <75% missing 3 8 2 data). For each of the two datasets that contained missing genotypes, we imputed missing For both traits and each of the three SNP datasets (six datasets total), we 3 8 8 performed 10 independent GEMMA runs with the "-bslmm 1" option, each consisting of 3 8 9 25 million generations, with the first five million generations discarded as burn-in. To were similar across independent runs and that parameter traces did not show any obvious 3 9 2 increasing or decreasing trends. For each dataset, we then averaged posterior inclusion probabilities (PIP) for each SNP across all 10 runs and used the R package "qqman" promising candidate SNPs, we ranked SNPs by their PIP scores and retained the top 1% for each dataset. We calculated the total effect size for each SNP in each run as: β i γ i + α i 3 9 7 (Zhou et al. 2013) , then averaged effect size estimates across the 10 independent runs to 3 9 8 obtain a single effect size estimate for each SNP and dataset. We also summarized parameter estimates describing trait genetic architecture, parameter and each of our three SNP datasets.
0 7
Using our GEMMA results, we evaluated the pigmentation/pattern hypothesis in 4 0 8 two ways. First, we asked whether the magnitudes of the estimated effect sizes for the 4 0 9 largest-effect SNPs were consistently higher for yellow than for spotting. To obtain effect 4 1 0 size magnitudes, we first calculated the absolute value of the average effect size for each 4 1 1 SNP (across 10 independent runs), then used these values to calculate for each dataset the 4 1 2 maximum effect size and median effect size for top 1% SNPs. Then, for each of the three 4 1 3 SNP datasets, we used a nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum test to evaluate the null 4 1 4 hypothesis that the effect sizes for the top 1% SNPs are equal across the two traits. Second, we used the genetic architecture parameter posterior distributions to evaluate the 4 1 6 prediction that the percentage of genetic variance attributable to alleles of non-negligible 4 1 7 effects (PGE) will be higher for yellow than for spotting. For larval pigmentation, we included genes implicated in the transport, deposition, and can produce yellow coloration in insects (e.g., melanins, pterins, ommochromes, and 4 3 7 carotenoids), we focused on carotenoids because a heated pyridine test (McGraw et al. 4 3 8 2005) was consistent with carotenoid-based coloration in N. lecontei larvae ( Figure S1 ).
3 9
Once we had compiled a list of candidate genes, we searched for these genes by We took additional steps to identify genes in the yellow gene family, all of which 4 5 2 contain a major royal jelly protein (MRJP) domain. First, we used the search string for the putative yellow gene sequences (26 total). Next, we used the Hymenoptera Once we identified the location of candidate color genes in the N. lecontei 4 6 1 genome, we asked whether any of these genes were located within scaffolds contained 4 6 2 within our candidate QTL intervals. Short-read DNA sequences will be made available via the NCBI SRA (Bioproject (phenotypic data, SNP datasets, and input files for R/qtl and GEMMA) will be submitted 4 7 0 to DRYAD (doi:#######). 41.2% to 78.9% (Tables S2-S3) . Anchored genome scaffolds, coupled with existing N. Using an interval mapping approach, we obtained significant QTL for both traits.
4 5
For yellow, the full stepwise model recovered six QTL, with a significant interaction
between QTL on LGs 3 and 5 (Table 1; Figure 4A ). This model, which had a LOD 5 4 7
(logarithm of the odds) score of 182.03, explained 85.8% of the total variance in larval
positives, identification of plausible candidate genes linked to at least some of these SNPs suggests that at least some GEMMA candidates may represent true positives (see below).
One possible explanation for why GEMMA picked up regions that were not detected via
interval mapping is that these regions contain genetic variants contributing to phenotypic precludes us from estimating the exact number of SNPs and full effect-size distribution,
we can nevertheless ask whether there are any obvious differences between the upper 6 1 7
ends of the effect-size distributions for different traits scored in the same mapping 6 1 8
population.
Looking first at the interval mapping analyses, the number of QTL of relatively
large effect is the same for both traits: for both yellow and spotting, there are two QTL
with PVE > 10% and phenotypic effect sizes that exceed 25% of phenotypic difference
between the grandparental lines. However, in contrast to our predictions, the QTL with
the largest observed effect size was for spotting (Spot-1), not yellow. Additionally, more
QTL are detected for yellow than for spotting, which could indicate that the genetic
architecture of yellow is more complex (more loci) than that of spotting. These
observations are seemingly at odds with the prediction that the effect-size distribution for
yellow should be shifted towards large-effect QTL. That said, an alternative
interpretation for our finding that fewer QTL were detected for spotting is that most
spotting QTL were not of sufficient effect size for detection. Thus, our observation of
more yellow QTL could be explained by an effect-size distribution that is shifted towards
larger effects (i.e., there more QTL of sufficient size for detection). Taken together, our
interval mapping results are equivocal with respect to the pigmentation/patterning 6 3 3 hypothesis.
3 4
In contrast to the interval mapping results, effect size estimates from the GEMMA hypothesis. Across all SNP datasets, the effect size of the largest-effect SNP was always 6 3 7
higher for yellow than for spotting (Table 2) . Likewise, the median effect size for SNPs 6 3 8
that fell within the 99 th percentile for PIP was consistently higher for yellow than for 6 3 9
spotting. However, none of the Wilcoxon rank-sum tests comparing the distribution of did not overlap (Table 2) . Possible explanations for differences in PVE include a greater mutations to total genetic variance were high for both traits (PGE > 0.8), yellow PGE 6 5 6
estimates were uniformly higher than spotting PGE estimates and, for the 0%-missing 6 5 7
dataset, 95% credible intervals for PGE did not overlap (Table 2 ). Our observed 6 5 8 differences in PGE estimates are consistent with the prediction that, compared to 6 5 9
spotting, the effect-size distribution underlying the yellow trait is shifted towards 6 6 0 mutations of larger effect.
In contrast to PVE and PGE, we did not observe consistent differences in the 6 6 2 estimated number of large-effect SNPs across the three datasets and 95% credible 6 6 3 intervals for this parameter always overlapped. For the 0%-missing and 50%-missing 6 6 4 datasets, yellow had slightly more SNPs than spotting, but spotting had more SNPs than 6 6 5 yellow in the 75%-missing datasets (Table 2) . Additionally, for all three SNP datasets, 6 6 6 yellow and spotting had very similar posterior distributions for SNP number ( Figure 6C ).
Nevertheless, despite some uncertainty in our SNP number estimates, our effect size
estimates and PGE estimates obtained under the BSLMM implemented in GEMMA 6 6 9
provide support for the pigmentation/pattern hypothesis. Limitations of our data for testing the pigmentation/pattern hypothesis 6 7 2
Although our genetic architecture parameter estimates are consistent with the
prediction that the effect-size distribution is shifted towards large-effect alleles for
pigmentation, there are three main limitations of our current data that preclude a more
definitive test of the pigmentation/pattern hypothesis. First and foremost, we have mapped these traits to large genomic regions, each containing many genes (~2 -3.5 Mb
for the four QTL of largest effect; 2.2 -7.7 Mb for remaining smaller-effect QTL). It is These predictions could be tested via fine-mapping QTL and functional analysis of 6 8 8
candidate genes and mutations (see below).
A second limitation of our data is that there are many other factors beyond
antagonistic pleiotropy that can impact the expected distribution of mutational effect 6 9 1 sizes, including the demographic and selective history of the phenotypically divergent N.
1 7 highly conspicuous to avian predators when viewed against a background of pine foliage,
and both morphs facilitate rapid avoidance learning in naïve avian predators (Lindstedt 6 9 9
and Linnen, personal observation). Consistent with theoretical predictions that avoidance color. One possibility is that initial color differences arose via genetic drift in small
populations that were isolated in pine refugia during the Pleistocene glaciations (Bagley mutually exclusive explanation is that among-population differences in larval color stem Beyond demonstrating that a particular trait is adaptive, other details of the
selective history are also important to predicting effect-size distributions. For example,
theoretical work indicates that adaptation to a distant phenotypic optimum, adaptation to 0 tissues), β-carotene oxygenases (involved in carotenoid breakdown), and cytochrome Both of our largest-effect yellow QTL contained promising candidate genes with
known or suspected roles in carotenoid-based pigmentation (Table S7 ). First, within the 8 0 5
overlapping Yellow-5 and Yellow-6 QTL intervals, we recovered a predicted protein
coding gene in scaffold 164 with a high degree of similarity to the ApoLTP-1 and
ApoLTP-2 protein subunits (encoded by the gene apoLTP-II/I) of the Bombyx mori lipid 8 0 8
transfer particle (LTP) lipoprotein (e-value: 0; bitscore: 391). LTP is one of two major
lipoproteins present in insect hemolymph and appears to be involved in the transport of Yellow-6 QTL intervals, located on scaffold 386, is a cytochrome P450. Although cytochrome P450s are best known for their role in detoxification, it is hypothesized that 8 1 5
they serve diverse roles and at least one cytochrome p450 (CYP2J19) has been implicated
in the conversion of yellow carotenoids to red ketocarotenoids in birds (Lopes et al. Within the Yellow-4 QTL, we found a predicted protein coding region in scaffold
518 with a high degree of similarity to the Bombyx mori Cameo2 scavenger receptor
protein (e-value: 1 x 10 -18 ; bitscore: 92.8). Cameo2 encodes a transmembrane protein
belonging to the CD36 family that has been implicated in the selective transport of the and Sakudoh 2015). In the silkworm Bombyx mori, Cameo2 is responsible for the "C mutant" phenotype, which is characterized by a combination of yellow hemolymph and
white cocoons that arises as a consequence of disrupted transport of lutein from the hemolymph to the middle silk gland (Sakudoh et al. 2010; Tsuchida and Sakudoh 2015) .
Based on this previous work, we hypothesize that a loss of function mutation in Cameo2
contributes to the loss of yellow pigmentation in the integument of white-bodied N. lecontei larvae. Our most promising yellow candidate genes-apoLTP-II/I and Cameo2-also
provide a potential explanation for the epistatic interaction we detected between the 8 3 2
Yellow-4 and Yellow-5 QTL ( Figure 5C ). We predict that reduced apoLTP-II/I function 8 3 3
would reduce the amount of yellow carotenoids found in the hemolymph and reduced
Cameo2 function would reduce yellow carotenoids in the integument. In the transport of with the interaction plot in Figure 5C .
Our top two spotting QTL also yielded very promising candidate genes-this time yellow-f2 have dopachrome-conversion enzymatic function, which is required for the
production of melanic pigment (Han et al. 2002) . Additionally, mapping and expression NCBI annotation release 100, we recovered 26 "yellow-like" or "yellow-MRJP-like"
genes. Notably, this number is equivalent to the number of yellow-like/yellow-MRJP-like
genes found in the genome of the jewel wasp, Nasonia vitripennis, which boasts the
highest reported number of yellow-like genes of any insect to date (Werren et al. 2010 ).
5 8
Of the 26 genes belonging to the yellow family, nine were most similar to Apis yellow-
MRJPs. The remaining 17 genes appeared more similar to Apis yellow genes (top BLAST Werren et al. 2010; Ferguson et al. 2011) . Like Nasonia and Apis, this cluster also
contains MJRPs; like Heliconius, this cluster contains a yellow-x gene.
The Spot-1 QTL contained 2 yellow-like genes that were most similar to Apis The Spot-2 QTL also contained a predicted protein that was highly similar to Inc., San Diego, pp. 261-294. Madison, WI. Heliconius butterflies. Proc. Biol. Sci. 275: 493-500. Apollo: a web-based genomic annotation editing platform. Genome Biol. 14: R93. 2562-2572. mitochondrial introgression in Neodiprion (Hymenoptera: Diprionidae) sawflies. Evolution 61: 1417-1438. sertifer species group of the genus Neodiprion (Hymenoptera: Diprionidae). Mol. Phylogenet. Evol. 48: 240-257. the sawfly genus Neodiprion (Hymenoptera: Diprionidae). Syst. Biol. 57: 876-90. Adaptive evolution of multiple traits through multiple mutations at a single gene. Science 339: 1312-6. Manceau M., Domingues V. S., Linnen C. R., Rosenblum E. B., Hoekstra H. E., 2010
Convergence in pigmentation at multiple levels: mutations, genes and function. Morphological evolution through multiple cis-regulatory mutations at a single gene. Genetic architecture parameter estimates for the BSLMM implemented in GEMMA are as follows: PVE= total proportion of phenotypic variance explained by genetic variance; PGE = total proportion of genetic variance explained by sparse (major) effects; # SNPS ("n_gamma" in GEMMA output) = number of sparse (major) effect SNPs. † Maximum percent missing data in the SNP dataset (0%: 1205 SNPs; 50% 3070 SNPs; 75%: 4162 SNPs). ‡ For PVE, PGE, and # SNPS, medians (and 95% credible intervals) are reported for the combined posterior distributions of 10 independent GEMMA runs (results for individual runs are given in Table S4 ). For the top 1% SNPs, medians (and interquartile ranges) are reported.
